Reporter says no to politics in athletics

BY CURT WECHEER

In recent NFL news, Sean Payton, head coach of the New Orleans Saints, made a public statement about the arming of the police. He cited his personal experience with the police and encourage the public to support their local police. This made me think about the role of coaches in the community. Coaches are often seen as role models and it is important for them to use their platform responsibly.

Coach reflects on time spent at Truman

BY TIM PICKEL

Every year, Truman State’s athletic programs go through the process of changing coaching staffs and roles for coaches. Losing coaches, but arguably more impactful, is when coaches leave of their own volition. While not committed to a year-long tenure like the athletes, coaches gain strength during their time in these programs just as much as the athletes they coach. When the programs look to replace coaching positions on their staffs Cathy Monroe, former associate head softball coach, and Jeramey Dockery, football defensive line coach, are two of the most notable individuals that the athletic department has seen in a stepping stone in their coaching careers.

Monroe served as a softball coach at Truman for nine seasons leading the Bulldog pitching staff. She spent seven years at Truman as an assistant and the last two as an associate head coach. Monroe said going from assistant coaching to head coaching can be a tough endeavor, and was comfortable giving me more responsibilities able to get a taste for it before getting her first full-time gig. Assistant coaching to head coaching can be a tough endeavor, and was comfortable giving me more responsibilities, Monroe said heading the pitching staff was the most challenging for her. But Monroe said it has not left her without challenges. Monroe said she has always been a part of a challenge or adventure.

While Monroe said it was difficult to leave Truman after having served many long-running relationships, with the coaching staff, colleagues and players, she said it has been good to experience a new environment. As the head coach, she said she began to make Truman’s new track and field programs and, and the red carpet experience of Missouri S&T was not just about the team’s record. "We are always trying to be leaders, I feel like we are the leaders in the state and believe that adventures to make a difference in the world," Monroe said.

Truman was to help develop and push the program he coached the defensive line at Southwest Minnesota State University. Dockery said the main reason he came back to his alma mater was because of the connections he has provided him in the coaching world. Dockery said he greatly appreciated and always will remember his time at Southwest Minnesota and the experiences he acquired while coaching in Bulldog athletics and appreciate Truman’s role in helping him shape their futures.
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